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Cloud Services
24/7 Cloud Threat Detection and Response
.
Secure

cloud workloads, data, apps, and access from
the latest advanced threats and vulnerabilities.
Sophos Cloud Security fuses cloud native
technologies with integrated managed threat
detection and response services to provide the 24/7
protection, monitoring, and response organizations
need to move fast and stay secure in the cloud.
Sophos is trusted by millions of users to provide
powerful and effective cybersecurity solutions that
are specifically designed to be accessible and
manageable for any organization. Available in a
single, unified management console, Sophos Central,
Sophos threat protection, monitoring, and response
solutions provide protection of on-premises and
cloud environments from the latest advanced
threats and vulnerabilities. Accelerate your business
and protect cloud investments with Sophos cloud
native protection, covering Amazon Web Services,
Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud Platform, Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure, Kubernetes clusters, container
registries, and Infrastructure-as-Code environments
from the latest threats and vulnerabilities while
optimizing cloud resource spend.

The Weight of Cloud Security
Deploy and managed Sophos protection with an inhouse IT security team, or connect with experienced
Sophos Cloud Security Provider partners around the
world.
Our flexible approach means optimizing security and
compliance posture, keeping data secure and private
while blocking advanced threats are goals you can
easily achieve. Accelerate your business and ensure
security enables cloud transformation with the
world’s most trusted cloud cybersecurity platform,
combining advanced protection for SaaS and IaaS
public cloud deployments.

Get More Free Tips, Tools and Services On Our Web Site:
www.totalsecuretech.com

Implementing Tools to Secure Your
Business
These tools will help secure your business from
cyberattacks, if you follow them correctly.
1.Strict Password Policies/Management Tools - Strict
password policies and the use of proper password
management solutions can help improve your
organization's overall password hygiene. It is, in a way,
the first line of protection against cybercriminals.
2. Strong Identity Controls - Multifactor
Authentication (MFA) to combat the current threat
landscape, strong identity controls that go beyond
traditional username-password authentication are
required. Consider using Multifactor authentication,
which includes features such as one-time passwords
(OTPs) and security questions.
3. Regular Risk Assessment - This process aids in the
detection, estimation and prioritization of risks to an
organization's people, assets and operations.
4. Virtual Private Network (VPN) - To avoid a security
breach, you should set up a corporate VPN that encrypts
all your connections. Make sure your employees test it
in their respective locations to avoid any hassles.
5. Business Continuity Strategy - When disaster hits, a
solid business continuity strategy ensures that missioncritical operations continue uninterrupted and that IT
systems, software and applications remain accessible
and recoverable.
6. Continual Security Awareness Training - Continuous
security training empowers your employees to recognize
complex cyberthreats and take appropriate action,
resulting in a transformative security culture within your
organization.
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Cybersecurity Vigilance
Employee training- Providing continual security awareness
training to your employees enables them to identify threats
and vulnerabilities. It enhances employees' defensive
abilities and prepares them to effectively deal with a crisis.
Stay current with technological advances and the threat
landscape- It's crucial to keep up with the latest technology
developments and threats. If you have no understanding of
what you're up against, you can’t protect your business.
Reset your security systems- Regularly audit your digital
and physical systems to identify vulnerabilities. Set the
critical systems to their best available configurations to
prevent unauthorized access.
Adopt advanced technologies- Legacy technologies may be
ineffective in dealing with today's challenges. As a result,
having the most up-to-date and effective technologies and
tools to secure your organization is critical.
Partner with an MSSP- Resiliency is no longer a choice but
a necessity. However, it requires a significant amount of
time, effort and expertise. It’s always best to collaborate
with an expert partner like us who can handle all resiliency
and technology matters for you.
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Implementing Tools to
Secure your Business

Cloud Computing

About Total Secure Technology
Total Secure Technology, formerly Networking Solutions, is a
trusted IT security team located in Sacramento assisting small-tomedium sized companies to deal with ongoing IT problems and
Cybersecurity. For over 20 years we have brought our customers
outstanding services, learn more about how we wow our customers,
call us for a free consultation.
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We’d Love to stay connected! Find us onwww.TotalSecureTech.com
Www.facebook.com/TotalSecureTech
TotalSecure-Tech

@TotalSecureTech

Grand Opening
Extravaganza
Total Secure Technology, would like to
welcome you to an evening of fun and
raffle prizes. Total Secure Technology
will be giving tours of our SOC (security
operation center) prior to the Ribbon
Cutting. There will be a hosted beer
and wine bar from 4pm to 7:30 as well
as hors d'oeuvres! RVSP on our website.
https://totalsecuretech.com/GrandReOpening/

Get More Free Tips, Tools and Services On Our Web Site:
www.totalsecuretech.com
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